THE ETHICS OF SKINVERTISING
HOSTGATOR DOTCOM AND LIVING ADVERTISEMENTS

Getting a tattoo can be a symbolic personal decision, one that is not for everyone. It’s a decision to express something about their personality in a permanent and often publicly visible way. But what if your tattoo was meant to advertise for someone else instead of to display your own personality? Many individuals who value tattoos as a form of expression would be reluctant to engage in such “skinvertising” or the use of space on their body for tattoo advertisements. For a man famously known by the name Hostgator Dotcom, this would become a primary way to make money. Dotcom sold his body as advertising space for companies willing to pay him for it. Dotcom’s story brings up questions of where to draw the line between selflessness and self-respect. It also raises questions about the moral obligations of companies when making advertising choices that permanently or seriously affect those doing the advertising.

Before he became Hostgator Dotcom, he was Billy Gibby. He was someone who “had a passion for helping people in need,” but many said he “took helping people in need to an extreme” (Gibby, 2009). Dotcom donated his kidney to a stranger he became acquainted with over Yahoo Messenger; this action motivated him to get his first sponsored tattoo. Dotcom got the idea from a boxer named Bernard Hopkins. Dotcom thought “if Bernard can get them to advertise on him with a temporary tattoo advertisement maybe they would advertise on me as well” (Gibby, 2009). The difference between Hopkins’s and Dotcom’s tattoos? Dotcom’s tattoo was permanent. Dotcom used the money from the tattoo to recover from surgery. He would continue to get more tattoos from other companies to support his boxing career, but when the recession hit in the late 2000s, Dotcom reluctantly decided to sell advertising space on his face. Dotcom says that he didn’t want his kids “to be homeless and live on the street” (Conti, 2015). To support his family, Dotcom “sold off the rights to his original name to the highest bidder, which happened to be Hostgator.com” (Spooky, 2012).

Many of the companies that advertised through tattoos on Dotcom’s face were porn websites. The advertisements’ explicit nature took Dotcom off the bill for an upcoming boxing match and even prevented him from getting jobs. Dotcom said the tattoos were “affecting how people perceive [him] as a person when in the first place [he] was only having these tattoos to benefit others” (LADbible, 2018). Because of these financial struggles, Dotcom’s only choice was to get rid of the facial tattoos by selling more advertising space on his body while attempting to get a job. Dotcom’s mental health took a decline.
during this time. He said that “it got to the point where I was really depressed, almost suicidal . . . I got kind of scared, so I went to get help at the local behavioral health center, and they diagnosed me with bipolar” (Conti, 2017). Fortunately, Dotcom was able to crowdfund money for his tattoo removal efforts and officially reclaimed his face in 2017. Though he still has plans to remove the remaining tattoos throughout his body, he’s landed a respectable career as a case manager at a behavioral health center.

Many argue that Dotcom’s actions were selfless because “in selling his face and his name, he’s sold perhaps the two most defining traits of one’s sense of self” (Stuef, 2012). He sold his own identity, subsequently sacrificing his mental health, as a means to keep his family off the streets. His name became the internet equivalent of a street address. Dotcom defends his actions by saying that each time he got a tattoo on his body he knew that would keep them off the streets for that month, but he knew that he would need to get more (LADbible, 2018). Others argue that Dotcom’s continued engagement with tattoo advertisements only enabled self-destruction. He says that he got “so depressed that [he] looked in the mirror and cried about what [he had] become” (LADbible, 2018). For Dotcom, One could say that he has suffered “a facial trauma of a sort–albeit a self-inflicted trauma spread out over the years” (Conti, 2015). Facial trauma and scarring are associated with significant negative psychological and social effects (Levine, 2005). Despite Dotcom’s intentions of supporting his family, his seemingly inconsequential decision to get sponsored tattoos slowly built up over time and spread across his entire body, leading some to suggest that he lost his sense of self in his selfless actions.

Some question the decisions made by the companies that advertised on Dotcom. While they provided a means for Dotcom to sustain his family, critics question whether the companies’ actions were dehumanizing, arguing that they simply made these humans “walking billboards for their brands” (Stuef, 2012). They argue that this is a commentary on the further dwindling options for the working class to make money to sustain themselves. The working class “sees their options dissipating, and [websites] and the tech industry at large […] have little use for the less educated” (Stuef, 2012). Dotcom confesses that he regrets getting the tattoos on his face since he “only did them because of mental illness” (Moye, 2013). This brings up concerns that companies may have been taking advantage of Dotcom’s mental illness to make money. While they provided doses of income, the tattoo advertisements placed Dotcom in a position where he struggled to get a long-term job because “people didn’t want to hire a man with porn website tattoos on [his] face” (LADbible, 2018). This led to a cycle where Dotcom felt the need to continue selling his skin for advertising space to make money.

When it comes to advertising using people’s bodies, is everything free game? Or are there lines that shouldn’t be crossed? Do companies have a role to play when it comes to paying people to advertise their company? Or was this an example of companies taking advantage of someone who didn’t have any other viable options?

Discussion Questions:

1. What values are in conflict with Dotcom’s decision to sell space on his body for income?
2. Do the type of tattoos factor into your judgment about the ethics of selling tattoo space? What would you say if the tattoos were for charity organizations?
3. Does informed consent from the person getting tattooed matter? Assuming Dotcom made a clear and informed decision to get more tattoos without the concern of mental illness, would there still be ethical worries about this path of fundraising? Does one have ethical obligations concerning what they do to and with their body?

4. What responsibilities, if any, do companies have when it comes to tattoo advertisements? What sort of principles ought to guide companies interested in skinvertising on others?

Further Information:
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